You will need:
- Clothespins (regular & small for baby rhino)
- Cardstock, paper plate or pasteboard (any heavy duty paper)
- Markers or paint
- Scissors
- Glue

Optional:
- Yarn
- Wiggly eyes

Directions:

1. Using the pattern provided, trace or draw the rhinos onto a heavy duty material and cut out. Use these sturdy templates to trace the rhino shapes onto colored cardstock or paper plate.

2. Cut out your rhinos and horns and color if needed.

   Note: For 2-D horn option, you will need to make 2 smaller horns - 1 for the secondary horn for the adult and 1 for the baby rhinos.

3. To make the 3-D horn, cut the circles into 1/4s.

4. With 1 piece from the large circle and 2 pieces from the smaller circle, roll into cones and glue into shape.

5. Glue horns (3-D or 2-D) onto heads and decorate. Don’t forget rhinos only have 3 toes!

   Optional: Use wiggly eyes instead of drawn eyes and/or glue a piece of yarn with one frayed end to the back for a tail.
6. Glue the head to one side of the clothespin and glue the body to the other side of the clothespin.

7. Use your template to make more and create a “crash” of rhinos!
Rhino Craft Pattern

- Adult Body
- 3-D Large Horn
- Adult Head
- 3-D Small Horns
- Baby’s Body
- 2-D Horns (small horn for smaller horn on adult and for the baby)
- Baby’s Head